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Lightning Cloud Accelerators: ARCS Quick Start
Key Features of ARCS

EPM in the Cloud

+ Multi-user reconciliation with
powerful out of the box features

Oracle Account Reconciliation Cloud Service (ARCS) enables organizations of all sizes to
quickly adopt a world-class account reconciliation solution with no infrastructure investments.

+ Flexible workflow capabilities
+ Built-in data integration features
+ Easy-to-use Web Interface

Edgewater Ranzal’s ARCS Quick Start

+ Proven and scalable architecture

Edgewater Ranzal Lightning Cloud offerings for EPM accelerate your ride to the Cloud.
Our ARCS Quick Start solution will help you quickly and easily begin your hosted deployment in the Cloud. The solution can reduce the amount of time needed to get the
application deployed in the Cloud.

+ Robust integration with ERP systems
and other sources

Offering

+ Out of the box reports and dashboards

+ Full set of administrative tools for
application management

Affordably stand up an Oracle ARCS environment.

+ Cloud-based deployment model with
subscription pricing

+ Configure ARCS system settings, including 2 chart segments

+ Set up development and production instances in an ARCS pod

+ Configure formats and profiles for Account Analysis reconciliations

Key Benefits of ARCS

+ Build a data interface using the included Data Management module for a single G/L
source

+ Reduce reconciliation cycles by days
or weeks

+ Assign and set up access and workflow for up to 10 Users

+ Improve reporting accuracy

+ Train the trainer approach for up to 10 Users

+ Deploy quickly with no internal IT
hardware or software requirements

+ Knowledge Transfer on system maintenance, navigation, Security/Workflow Management, Application Management and Backups, and overall ARCS best practices

Key Benefits of ARCS Quick
Start

Why Go to the Cloud?

+ Maintain rich reconciliation functionality without IT hardware and support
costs

+ Full, integrated Oracle support

+ Gain access to Oracle’s support and
maintenance services
+ Ability to later extend and further
automate the reconciliation process

+ Reduce internal IT hardware & software requirements & reduce cost of ownership

+ Automatic patching/updating, regular backups, and early access to new features
+ Core reconciliation functionality accessible anywhere
+ No special tools needed for remote access results in ease of use
+ Expand user integration to mobile solutions like tablets and phones

Proven Partner for EPM, BI and Big Data Solutions

About Edgewater Ranzal
Edgewater Ranzal is a full-service Oracle Platinum Consulting Partner with unrivaled expertise in delivering Oracle
Hyperion Enterprise Performance Management, Business Intelligence and Big Data solutions. We consistently apply and
update leading-practice methodologies to address changing business requirements and take advantage of evolving system
capabilities. With resources and clients located throughout the United States, Canada, and Europe, we are one of the largest
specialized Oracle Business Analytics partners. To learn more, visit ranzal.com, e-mail info@ranzal.com, or call +1.914.253.6600.
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